
Your partner on the ground: 
EAC’s CHINA INTERIM MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

Steer your China business with “on-demand talents”
Businesses operating within China’s highly dynamic market environment requires 
skilled executives at short notice. Interim leaders and project managers experienced 
in multiple sectors and disciplines, can take responsibility for delivering results, offer 
independent expertise, and handle a range of key strategic and tactical interventions.



Getting the right managers in or to China is becoming a prolonged and unplannable challenge for foreign
companies in China. Amplified by China’s travel restrictions and quarantine requirements, what used to be
a temporary management vacuum, is now the new normal. Although the demand for temporary managers
in China remains unchanged, executives/key personnel can no longer be quickly deployed from overseas
to support the local entities.

In autumn 2021, 43% of surveyed VDMA member companies indicated that the difficulty of getting foreign
executives and managers into the country is impacting their business negatively. In a similar study
conducted by the global German Chamber network, up to 85% of enterprises are facing the same
challenge – making it the No. 1 Concern of MNCs operating in China overall.

As the global pandemic is nowhere near its end, China’s current policy on travel restrictions is unlikely to
improve significantly in the next months and latest news even indicate that the 2022 will not be the year
for China to re-open its borders. Hence, EAC China is offering access to executives in China – from C-Suite
interims engagements to on the ground project management support.

What EAC China can offer you:

C-Suite Executives 

EAC offer fast deployment of C-Suite Executives in China – either foreign or Chinese nationals.
With our team of highly experienced and specialized management executives, we help our
clients in periods of business transition, crisis, and turnaround management.

Within days we will introduce our experts, which are based in China, for your short- or long-
term assignment. As things move quickly on management level, our strength is the rapid
deployment of skilled professionals across all business functions and industries without
worrying about travel restrictions.

Project Management Office (PMO) 

EAC supports clients with scalable, flexible, and tailored PMO services in China. Whether you
are looking for an experienced project manager or an entire team, EAC’s specialized
consultants can meet your needs. We work closely with our clients to ensure that objectives
in China can be executed as planned – from strategic initiatives to operational tasks.

EAC’s PMO service is seamlessly deployed and managed by our local team of highly
experienced professionals, immediately providing effective PMO oversight. As a bridge
between senior leadership in China and decision-makers overseas, we manage
communication between key stakeholders and facilitate the successful implementation of
your projects.

INTERIM & PROJECT MANAGEMENT IN CHINA
Let executives steer your China business “on-demand”



Contact our experts directly to discuss goals and ideas

Munich & Shanghai

Dietmar Kusch
Partner
EAC Munich

Uwe Haizmann
Partner
EAC Shanghai

Rick Chu
Principal
EAC Shanghai

INTERIM MANAGEMENT IN CHINA –
benefit from our local network


